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Record low Antarctic sea ice coverage indicates a
new sea ice state
Ariaan Purich 1✉ & Edward W. Doddridge 2

In February 2023, Antarctic sea ice set a record minimum; there have now been three record-

breaking low sea ice summers in seven years. Following the summer minimum, circumpolar

Antarctic sea ice coverage remained exceptionally low during the autumn and winter

advance, leading to the largest negative areal extent anomalies observed over the satellite

era. Here, we show the confluence of Southern Ocean subsurface warming and record

minima and suggest that ocean warming has played a role in pushing Antarctic sea ice into a

new low-extent state. In addition, this new state exhibits different seasonal persistence

characteristics, suggesting that the underlying processes controlling Antarctic sea ice cov-

erage may have altered.
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Antarctic sea ice is a critical component of the global cli-
mate system1–3. Climatologically, Antarctic sea ice
reaches its annual minimum in mid-February to early

March. Sea ice coverage in January and February 2023 broke
monthly and daily sea ice extent records for this time of year4. On
10 February 2023, sea ice coverage broke the record daily mini-
mum of 1.91 million square kilometres set one year earlier on 21
February 20224,5. On 19 February 2023, a new minimum Ant-
arctic sea ice extent of 1.77 million square kilometres was
observed4, 1.02 million square kilometres (36%) less than the
1979-2022 average daily minimum sea ice coverage.

In late-December 2022, sea ice extent plummeted and
remained exceptionally low during January 2023 (Fig. 1a). Ant-
arctic sea ice coverage was 1.74 million square kilometres less
than the average over 1979–2022 for January, representing the
then second largest monthly-mean anomaly in sea ice coverage
over the satellite record, after December 2016 (2.01 million square

kilometres less than the 1979–2022 December average; Fig. 1a).
The exceptionally low sea ice continued in February, with
monthly-mean coverage 1.12 million square kilometres below
normal. As a percentage of the monthly climatology, sea ice
extents in January and February 2023 were the largest negative
anomalies recorded in the 44-year observational period (35% and
37%, respectively Fig. 1b).

Following the summer minimum, Antarctic sea ice coverage
has remained at, or near, record low values during 2023 (Figs. 1a,
2). For the time of year, Antarctic sea ice coverage was the lowest
on record from the beginning of the year until early March, and
again throughout May and June. At the time of analysis (early July
2023), the June monthly sea ice extent anomaly of 2.33 million
square kilometres less than the average over 1979–2022 for June is
the most negative anomaly of the satellite record, exceeding the
monthly anomalies of January 2023, and December 2016, and
roughly double the size of the previous record negative anomaly in

Fig. 1 Antarctic sea ice extent and Southern Ocean temperature anomalies showing the low sea ice and warm ocean state since 2016. a Antarctic
monthly sea ice extent (SIE) anomaly time series from the National Snow and Ice Data Center over the satellite period, November 1978 to June 2023, in
millions of square kilometres. Sea ice extent anomalies are calculated relative to the 1979–2022 climatology. Two change points are detected, separating
the time series into three periods: November 1978 to August 2007 (grey), September 2007 to August 2016 (blue), and September 2016 to June 2023
(orange). The means of each period are shown by the horizontal lines and are statistically distinguishable. b Antarctic monthly SIE anomaly time series
expressed as a percentage of the monthly climatology over 1979–2022. Periods are coloured as in (a). Record minima months occurring since 2016 are
noted in (a, b). c Southern Ocean 50–65°S temperature anomaly time series from Argo over January 2004 to May 2023, in degrees Celsius. Ocean
temperature anomalies are calculated relative to the 2004-2022 climatology. Dashed vertical lines show the sea ice extent change points. Stippling
indicates values outside ± 1 standard deviation, where the standard deviation is calculated independently at each depth level to account for the change in
magnitude of the variability with depth. Warm anomalies shown in orange and red are evident below 100m from 2015, and at the surface from late 2016.
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June (Fig. 2). This raises important questions on the drivers of this
extremely low sea ice coverage.

Results and Discussion
A new state for Antarctic sea ice. The temporal evolution of
Antarctic sea ice extent anomalies over the observational period
(Fig. 1a) has conventionally been described as a gradual multi-
decadal increase, followed by a precipitous decrease in 20166.
However, applying an algorithm for detecting change points in
the sea ice extent anomaly time series (Methods) identifies two
change points in the 44-year time series, separating the sea ice
anomaly record into three periods with statistically distinguish-
able means (t-test, p < 0.01; Methods). The first period spans from
the beginning of the record in November 1978 until August 2007;
the second from September 2007 until August 2016; and the third
from September 2016 until June 2023. Variability in the first
period is lower than in the subsequent periods (F-test, p < 0.01),
but variability in the two later periods is not statistically
distinguishable.

These statistically significant changes in mean and variability
raise the possibility that recent sea ice extremes are not just
manifestations of interannual variability. The change points
identified (Fig. 1a) do not align with changes in large scale climate
modes known to impact sea ice variability, such as the Southern
Annular Mode7, the El Niño Southern Oscillation, the Inter-
decadal Pacific Oscillation8,9, or the Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation10,11 (Methods, Supplementary Fig. 1). Furthermore,
climate modes have strong regional impacts7–11, while the current
low sea ice state is characterised by circumpolar low sea ice
anomalies (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 2).

The multi-decade increase in Antarctic sea ice that peaked in
2014, identified here as a high sea ice state between mid-2007 and
mid-2016, has been examined extensively, with contributions
from high-latitude winds12,13 and Antarctic meltwater14,15

suggested to have played a role. Positive ocean-sea ice feedbacks
may have perpetuated the high sea ice coverage16 during this
period. In spring 2016, Antarctic sea ice rapidly transitioned to a
new, low sea ice state.

The atmosphere is an important driver of Antarctic sea ice
variability and change. Individual extreme sea ice events have

been linked to anomalous atmospheric circulation events. For
example, the strong meridional circulation associated with zonal
wave number three contributed to the low sea ice in spring
201617, while a strong Amundsen Sea Low circulation in spring
2021 influenced the low spring/summer sea ice conditions in
2021/2218,19. However, the phase of the Southern Annular Mode
cannot account for the low Antarctic sea ice over recent years: the
positive phase of the Southern Annular Mode has historically
been associated with colder sea surface temperatures and
increased sea ice extent7, and in line with this, the 2017 record
summer sea ice minimum (Fig. 1a, b) occurred at a time of
anomalously warm surface temperatures in the Southern Ocean
(Fig. 1c) and an anomalously negative Southern Annular Mode20.
In contrast, the 2022 and 2023 record sea ice minima occurred
when surface temperatures were close to the climatological mean
(Fig. 1c) and the Southern Annular Mode was anomalously
positive21, while the subsurface ocean was anomalously warm.
The breakdown in this Southern Annular Mode-sea ice relation-
ship raises the possibility that Antarctic sea ice has entered a new
regime in which previously important relationships no longer
dominate sea ice variability. Increased zonal asymmetry in the
Southern Annular Mode over the satellite era may be important
in contributing to this change22, however here we focus on an
important consistency across the three recent record low sea ice
summers: a warm subsurface ocean.

Southern ocean warming. The subsurface Southern Ocean is
warming23–25 (Fig. 1c), which we suggest is linked to the current
low sea ice state, and may have caused a regime shift in Antarctic
sea ice26. Southern Ocean warming since the mid 20th Century
has been attributed primarily to increasing greenhouse gases27–29,
with ozone depletion playing a secondary role27,28. Internally-
generated variability may have also contributed to the recent
accelerated Southern Ocean warming (Fig. 1c)30,31 but alone it
cannot account for the observed warming31.

Using a gridded Argo dataset (Methods), we present the
circumpolar average ocean temperature anomaly between
50–65°S (Fig. 1c)30. The shift from cold subsurface temperatures
to warm subsurface temperatures (below 100m; Fig. 1c) occurs
approximately one year before the second change point identified

Fig. 2 Sea ice extent has remained exceptionally low throughout the first half of 2023. Antarctic five-day sea ice extent anomalies in millions of square
kilometres for each year from the National Snow and Ice Data Center. Sea ice extent anomalies are calculated relative to the 1979–2022 climatology.
Anomalies are coloured by period as in Fig. 1: November 1978 to August 2007 (grey), September 2007 to August 2016 (blue), and September 2016 to
June 2023 (orange). January to June 2023 is shown in bold orange, with the largest negative areal extent anomaly of the satellite era observed during June
2023.
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in the sea ice extent time series (Fig. 1a), strongly suggesting that
the current low sea ice extent state is due, at least partly, to
subsurface ocean warming.

Examining the temporal evolution of regional Antarctic sea ice
coverage and subsurface temperature (Fig. 3) reveals the

widespread nature of low sea ice coverage and warm ocean
temperatures in the current low sea ice state. This can also be seen
in spatial maps of Antarctic sea ice coverage and subsurface
temperatures across the three identified periods (Supplementary
Fig. 2). While there is evidence that climate modes contributed to

Fig. 3 Patterns of sea ice and ocean temperature anomalies show strong regional agreement in the current sea ice period, with warm subsurface ocean
anomalies emerging prior to the transition to the current low sea ice state. Hovmöller diagrams of (a) longitudinal sea ice extent anomalies, b 0–100m
temperature anomalies, and (c) 100-200m temperature anomalies. Sea ice extent is calculated for each longitude from gridded sea ice concentration
(Methods) and anomalies are calculated relative to the 1979–2022 climatology. Ocean temperature is averaged over 50–65°S and anomalies are
calculated relative to the 2004–2022 climatology. Smoothing is applied to all fields using a running average both temporally (over 12 months) and
longitudinally (over 20°). Dashed vertical lines show the sea ice extent change points. Black contours in (a) indicate the −0.2 × 104 km2 (° lon)−1 sea ice
extent anomaly contour. The same black sea ice contours are overlain in (b, c) to allow comparison between sea ice anomalies and underlying ocean
temperature anomalies. The unsmoothed zonal mean of each field is shown below each Hovmöller diagram.
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low sea ice coverage in recent individual years17–19,30, when
averaged over the seven years of the current period, a circumpolar
decline in sea ice is seen (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig. 2d),
coincident with a circumpolar subsurface ocean warming (Fig. 3c,
Supplementary Fig. 2d). Importantly, subsurface ocean warming
occurs priors to the reduction in Antarctic sea ice (Fig. 3c,
Supplementary Fig. 2c), with strong spatial agreement between
warm anomalies at 100–200 m depth in 2015 (340–20°E and
190–250°E), and the subsequent strong negative sea ice anomalies
in 2016 (10–90°E and 190–290°E), accounting for the eastward
advection of anomalies over time (Fig. 3).

It is difficult to continue to support an explanation for a
circumpolar sea ice reduction that relies only on the confluence of
regional atmospheric modes. While the spring 2016 sea ice
decline has been attributed to anomalous atmospheric
circulation17,20,30,32, here we provide evidence supporting the
hypothesis of Meehl et al.30 that the warm subsurface ocean was
an additional and important driver of the low sea ice in spring
2016 (Fig. 3c) and the sustained low sea ice state since.

Changed sea ice persistence. The characteristics of Antarctic sea
ice persistence in the new low sea ice state have also changed,
strengthening the suggestion of a regime shift in sea ice beha-
viour. However, there are considerable challenges in under-
standing these changes and the processes at play due to the
limited length of the sea ice time series and the paucity of ocean
observations from under the sea ice. Nevertheless, when taken in
concert with the evidence presented above, these changed per-
sistence characteristics provide further support that the subsur-
face ocean warming is linked with the current low sea ice state.

Prior to 2016, maximum sea ice coverage in austral spring
(occurring from mid-September to early October) was correlated
with minimum sea ice coverage in the following austral summer
(occurring mid-February to early March; Fig. 4a; over 1979/
80–2015/16, r= 0.33, p < 0.05, and over 2007/08–2015/16
r= 0.62, p < 0.10) –more sea ice coverage at the spring maximum
was associated with more sea ice coverage at the summer
minimum, and vice versa. This relationship can be understood in
terms of persistence, via the ice-albedo and ocean heat uptake
feedbacks, whereby higher sea ice coverage in spring increases the
albedo and reduces solar ocean warming in subsequent months,

leading to a cooler surface ocean and higher sea ice coverage into
summer2,33. Spring sea ice anomalies have also been shown to
influence subsequent autumn sea ice anomalies in a re-emergence
process involving mixed layer feedbacks34.

It is challenging to assess statistical changes in sea ice
persistence during the recent period, given the small sample size
(N= 7). Noting this limitation and treating results with caution,
we find, since 2016, maximum sea ice coverage in spring is no
longer correlated with minimum sea ice coverage in the following
summer (Fig. 4a; over 2016/17–2021/23 r= 0.27, p ~ 0.5).
Remarkably, in this recent period, minimum sea ice coverage in
summer is found to be related with maximum sea ice coverage in
the following spring (Fig. 4b; r= 0.91, p < 0.01), representing a
fundamental change in the behaviour of Antarctic sea ice. Prior to
2016, there was not a relationship between minimum sea ice
extent and the subsequent sea ice maximum (Fig. 4b; over
1979–2015 r= 0.16, p ~ 0.3), consistent with the previously
identified predictability barrier in winter, whereby the upper
ocean memory in the Winter Water layer linked with sea ice
persistence is lost over mid-winter when Circumpolar Deep
Water is entrained into the surface mixed layer34. Since 2016, the
link between sea ice at the minimum and the subsequent
maximum eight months later suggests a central role for changed
subsurface ocean conditions in the current sea ice regime.
Observational studies are needed to understand the processes
driving these changed sea ice persistence characteristics, high-
lighting the urgent need for oceanic observations under the sea
ice. Process-based knowledge of the ocean-sea ice feedbacks can
also be gained through modelling studies. This is beyond the
scope of this contribution but will be the focus of a future study.

Multidecadal variability and change in the Southern Ocean.
Our change point analysis demonstrates that since 2016, Ant-
arctic sea ice has been in a low-sea ice state, which is statistically
distinguishable from the earlier part of the sea ice record (Fig. 1a).
We present strong evidence that the subsurface ocean warming
began prior to the 2016 change point (Figs. 1c, 3c) and has
persisted since, and we suggest that this warm subsurface ocean is
contributing to the current low sea ice state. The length of the sea
ice record and the current period makes it difficult to determine
whether this low sea ice state constitutes a regime shift in

Fig. 4 Sea ice extent persistence characteristics have changed in the new low sea ice state. Relationships between a Spring (September-October)
maximum sea ice extent (SIE) and the following summer (February–March) minimum SIE, and (b) minimum summer SIE and the following spring
maximum SIE. Years in the first period (November 1978 to August 2007) are marked in grey, years in the second period (September 2007 to August
2016) are marked in blue, and years in the third period (September 2016 to May 2023) are marked in orange. In (b), the change points occur between the
summer minimum and spring maximum, and points are classified based on the spring maximum. In (a), blue points are correlated (shown by the dashed
blue line) with r= 0.62, p < 0.10. In (b), orange points are correlated (shown by the dashed orange line) with r= 0.91, p < 0.01.
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Antarctic sea ice22,26, however we provide additional evidence
supporting this. Namely, in the current low sea ice state, sea ice
coverage is more tightly linked to the subsurface ocean conditions
(Fig. 3), sea ice persistence characteristics have changed (Fig. 4),
and the seasonal sea ice response to climate drivers has changed
(e.g. the sea ice response to phases of the Southern Annular
Mode, discussed above).

We cannot rule out the possibility that we are simply
witnessing variability of the Antarctic sea ice system. There is
large multidecadal variability in the Southern Ocean and
Antarctic sea ice31,35,36, and over the 44-year sea ice record our
change point analysis identifies three different sea ice states
(Fig. 1a). A continuation of the low sea ice state in years to come
would provide further support for a new regime for Antarctic
sea ice.

It is also unclear whether the observed ocean warming is the
manifestation of the second long-term warming phase of the two-
timescale response to prolonged strengthened westerly winds seen
in coupled climate models – Ferreira et al.37 proposed that the
surface Southern Ocean response to strengthened westerly winds
occurred over two distinct timescales: a rapid cooling due to
enhanced northwards Ekman transport and vertical mixing, and a
long-term warming due to upwelling of warmer subsurface
warmers. In this context, it is noteworthy that the current
observed ocean warming follows a period of surface cooling35,
consistent with the first short-term cooling phase of the two-
timescale response, and that both the initial cooling and
subsequent near-surface ocean warming have occurred under a
backdrop of prolonged Ekman upwelling (Supplementary Fig. 3).
However, the mechanism behind the hypothesised long-term
warming response37 has been questioned38, and there is a large
spread across climate models in their transition time from rapid
surface cooling to long-term surface warming39,40. Regardless of
whether the subsurface warming represents the second long-term
warming phase of the two-timescale response or not, there is a
clear signal of sustained subsurface warming that strengthens just
prior to the beginning of the new low sea ice regime and persists
until the present.

The role of Antarctic meltwater also remains uncertain and
accelerated meltwater entering the Southern Ocean may yet
counter the influences of increasing global temperatures on
Antarctic sea ice coverage41–43. Meltwater-induced surface
freshening increases the near-surface stratification of the South-
ern Ocean, reducing convective overturning and the entrainment
of warm subsurface waters into the surface layer, and thus results
in a surface cooling conducive to increased sea ice coverage41,44.
However, the current low sea ice state is occurring at a time when
Antarctic ice sheet and shelf melting is accelerating45, and there
are many uncertainties regarding the magnitude of the sea ice
response to meltwater46. The global climate implications of
Antarctic meltwater are profound47, and a concerted effort is
needed to better understand meltwater impacts on sea ice over
both the satellite era, and over the 21st Century44,46.

Implications. The current extremely low sea ice will have a range
of impacts. Changed ocean stratification and circulation will alter
basal melting beneath ice shelves48. Greater coastal exposure will
increase coastal erosion and reduce ice-shelf stability49. Changes
in dense shelf water production will alter bottom water formation
and deep ocean ventilation50. Sea ice changes will also have
contrasting influences on Adélie and emperor penguin
colonies51,52, and substantially alter human activities along the
Antarctic coastline.

Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have been attributed
as the primary cause of Southern Ocean warming28,29, and here

we suggest a potential link to a regime shift in Antarctic sea ice.
While for many years, Antarctic sea ice increased despite
increasing global temperatures6, it appears that we may now be
seeing the inevitable decline, long projected by climate models53.
The far-reaching implications of Antarctic sea ice loss highlight
the urgent need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Methods
Sea ice extent data. We use the National Snow and Ice Data
Center Southern Hemisphere version 3 daily, five-day and
monthly sea ice extent indices4, which extend from November
1979 to June 2023. The daily sea ice extent index is used for the
record daily extent cited in text, and we subtract the annual daily
minimum averaged over 1979–2022 to calculate the daily mini-
mum anomaly. The monthly sea ice extent index is used for
record monthly extent, and for the time series analysis. We
subtract the monthly climatology over 1979–2022 to produce
monthly sea ice extent anomalies (Fig. 1a). December 1987 and
January 1988 are missing from the sea ice extent index due to
satellite retrieval issues in these months. We interpolate the
monthly anomalies from November 1987 to February 1988 for
these months, following Simmonds54. Similarly, we subtract the
five-day climatology averaged over 1979–2022 to produce five-
day sea ice extent index anomalies time series, without any
interpolation in 1987/88 in this case (Fig. 2).

The absolute magnitude of sea ice extent anomalies during the
late summer months is limited by the climatologically low sea
ice coverage at this time. To better examine the anomalous sea ice
coverage occurring during the summer minimum months,
we express the sea ice extent anomalies as a percentage of the
1979–2022 monthly climatology. This method reveals exceptional
sea ice minima in the post-2016 period (Fig. 1b).

Change point analysis. We apply an algorithm to the sea ice
extent anomaly time series (Fig. 1a) to detect change points in the
mean, with the optimal fit found minimising Bayesian informa-
tion criterion and allowing for multiple change points, using R
package changepoint55 (with penalty = BIC, method = PELT).
Bayesian information criteria is a measure of model fit using log-
likelihood, the model complexity and number of observations,
and is used to assess relative model performance56. The model
with the lowest Bayesian information criteria thus provides the
best model fit using the least number of model parameters. The
advantage of using Bayesian information criteria is that by
penalising complex models it excludes short periods of smaller
fluctuations allowing identification of the most significantly dif-
ferent periods. Two change points are identified over the 44-year
time series, August 2007 and August 2016 (the last months in
each segment), separating the sea ice anomaly record into three
periods with statistically distinguishable means.

This process is repeated to detect change points in linear
regression models of the time series, again with the optimal fit
found by minimising the Bayesian information criterion and
allowing for multiple change points, using the R package
strucchange57 (with optimal model= BIC, h= 0.15, where h is
the default cut-off length as a fraction of time series length).
Three change points are identified using this method, August
1993, November 2007 and August 2016, separating the sea ice
anomaly record into four periods. When forced to detect only two
change points, this algorithm identifies August 2007 and August
2016 as change points. This algorithm is not detecting changes in
the mean of different periods, but rather changes in the linear fit
of different periods. While an additional change point is detected
using strucchange (August 1993), the second and third change
points detected using strucchange are very similar to those found
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using changepoint, demonstrating the robustness of the winter/
spring 2007 and August 2016 change points across detection
methods. We therefore focus on the two later change points in
our analysis.

We compare the variance and mean of the three periods using
F-tests and t-tests, respectively. As described in the main text, this
shows variability in the first period is lower than in the
subsequent periods (F-test, p < 0.01), but variability in the two
later periods is not statistically distinguishable. Taking this into
account, the t-tests to compare the mean of the first period with
the means of the two later periods assumes different population
variances (Welsh’s t-test), while the t-test to compare the means
of the two later periods assumes the samples have the same
population variance.

Large-scale climate modes. Large-scale climate drivers can
influence Antarctic sea ice variability7,8,10. To examine the pos-
sible contribution of climate drivers to the shift in Antarctic sea
ice extent to its current low state, monthly time series are
obtained for the Southern Annular Mode, the Southern Oscilla-
tion Index, the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation, the Indian Ocean
Dipole, and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation. All monthly
indices are smoothed with a rolling mean using a two-year
centred window. Values within half a standard deviation of zero
are masked, and the sign of each index is extracted and examined.
The identified sea ice anomaly change points do not align with
sign changes in any of the climate indices (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Ocean temperature data. Ocean temperature data from January
2004 to May 2023 are derived from the extension of the gridded
Argo data product described in ref. 58. This product is a 1° x 1°
gridded atlas of monthly mean profiles for ocean temperature and
salinity from the surface to 2000 dBar, based on data from Argo
profiling floats. While this dataset does not include shipboard
measurements, it provides broad spatial coverage of the Southern
Ocean within a homogenous dataset. This allows us to take large-
scale spatial means without biasing the results towards particular
regions. The number of floats in the global Argo array increased
following initial deployments and reached 3000 floats in 2007.
Correspondingly, the density of measurements in the first years of
the Argo dataset is lower than in later years. As such, the first few
years of the gridded data product are likely to be overly influ-
enced by the long-term climatology used as an initial guess in the
gridding process. Historically, Argo floats suffered from high
mortality rates in sea ice covered regions. The implementation of
sea ice avoidance algorithms and hardware changes has improved
the durability of Argo floats operating in seasonally ice-covered
regions. However, the paucity of data in these regions means that
the gridded data product we use is limited to regions north of the
seasonal sea ice zone in the Southern Ocean. As such, the tem-
perature anomalies that we plot are from north of the sea ice
extent anomalies.

The 2004–2022 monthly climatology is subtracted from the
dataset to produce monthly mean temperature anomalies. The
depth-time temperature anomaly was calculated as a circumpolar
average between 50–65°S, following Meehl et al.30. We obtain
very similar results when the circumpolar average is calculated
over 55–65°S (not shown). Grid aware averages were calculated
using the xgcm Python package59. Temperature anomalies are
converted to depth levels for plotting (Fig. 1c).

We assess the magnitude of the zonal-mean ocean temperature
anomalies relative to the variance (± 1 standard deviation) but
note that this is not a strong indication of statistical significance.
Because of the large underlying trend in ocean anomalies over the
Argo period, the variance of the temperature anomalies is

inflated, and very few of the anomalies exceed the ± 2 standard
deviation envelope when calculated on depth levels. We perform
a linear regression on the temperature anomalies at each depth
level and find the linear trend to be statistically significant at all
depth levels (p < 2.5e−6), with a magnitude of 0.09 °C decade−1

near the surface and 0.03 °C decade−1 at 500 m (Supplementary
Fig. 4).

Sea ice concentration data. Spatial patterns in anomalous long-
itudinal sea ice extent and sea ice concentration are also assessed
(Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 2). We use the National Snow and
Ice Data Center Southern Hemisphere version 4 Climate Data
Record monthly sea ice concentration, which extends from
November 1978 to May 2023. January to May 2023 are near real
time interim data, version 2. Longitudinal sea ice extent is cal-
culated using sea ice concentration regridded to a 1° x 1° grid. For
each longitude, the area of grid cells where sea ice concentration
is greater than 15% is summed to give the longitudinal sea ice
extent. We subtract the monthly climatology averaged over
1979–2022 to calculate the monthly anomalies.

Hovmöller analysis. The temporal evolution of longitudinal sea
ice extent and ocean temperature averaged over 50–65°S and two
depth intervals, 0–100 m and 100–200 m, is depicted in Hov-
möller diagrams (Fig. 3). Smoothing is applied to the sea ice
extent and temperature fields using a running average both
temporally (over 12 months) and longitudinally (over 20°).

Composite analysis. Spatial patterns in anomalous sea ice con-
centration (relative to the 1979–2022 climatology) and ocean
temperature (100–200m; relative to the 2004–2022 climatology)
are also assessed (Supplementary Fig. 2). Statistical significance of
the sea ice concentration and ocean temperature changes are
assessed using Welch’s unequal variance t-test at each grid point
in the Southern Ocean. We assess the significance of the sea ice
concentration anomalies in the second and third periods with
respect to the sea ice concentration over the full duration of the
first period, November 1978 to August 2007. Ocean temperature
data from January 2004 to August 2007 is compared with data
from each of the subsequent periods. A Bonferroni correction is
applied to avoid false positives (Type 1 error); the corrected
p-value for statistical significance becomes 0.05/15/360 ~ 9e−6.
This represents a highly conservative estimate for statistical sig-
nificance since the grid points are not entirely independent and
the Bonferroni correction is intrinsically conservative.

Surface wind stress and Ekman pumping. We use monthly
surface eastward and northward turbulent wind stresses from the
fifth generation European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts atmospheric reanalysis60, annually averaged over both
the Argo period 2004–2022 and the satellite period 1979–2022, to
calculate downward Ekman pumping (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Ekman pumping, wE, is calculated as wE= (∇ × τ/f)/ρ, where
∇ × τ is the surface wind stress curl, f is the Coriolis parameter
and ρ is the density of seawater, approximated here as
1025 kg m−3.

Data availability
Data related to the paper can be downloaded from the following:

• National Snow and Ice Data Center sea ice extent: https://nsidc.org/data/g02135/
versions/3

• National Snow and Ice Data Center Climate Data Record version 4 and Near Real
Time version 2 of sea ice concentration: https://nsidc.org/data/g02202/versions/4 and
https://nsidc.org/data/g10016/versions/2

• Argo ocean temperature data: https://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/RG_Climatology.html
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• European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts fifth generation atmospheric
reanalysis: https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-complete?
tab=overview
• Southern Annular Mode: http://www.nerc-bas.ac.uk/icd/gjma/sam.html
• Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation: https://psl.noaa.gov/data/timeseries/IPOTPI/
• Southern Oscillation Index: https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/monitoring/enso/soi
• Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation: https://psl.noaa.gov/data/timeseries/AMO
• Indian Ocean Dipole: https://stateoftheocean.osmc.noaa.gov/sur/ind/dmi.php

Code availability
Analysis code to reproduce the change point detection, Figs. 1–4 and Supplementary
Figs. 2, 3 are available at https://github.com/ariaanp/2023-sea-ice-regime. Analysis code
to reproduce the ocean temperature time-series and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 4 are
available at https://github.com/edoddridge/2023-sea-ice-regime.
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